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Existence of continuous-wave threshold for organic semiconductor lasers
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We develop a model that predicts two threshold pump intensities in optically pumped organic semiconductor
lasers (OSLs); one for pulsed lasing, IP S , and another for continuous-wave (CW) lasing, ICW . The theory predicts
a decrease in ICW from 32 kW/cm2 , or well above the damage threshold, to 2.2 kW/cm2 , for a laser employing
4-(dicyanomethylene)-2-methyl-6-julolidyl-9-enyl-4H-pyran–doped tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum if the
triplets can be effectively removed from the emissive guest. Based on this analysis, we demonstrate that the
lasing duration can be extended to nearly 100 μs, ultimately limited by degradation of the lasing medium
when a “triplet manager” molecule, 9,10-di(naphtha-2-yl)anthracene, is blended into the gain region of an
otherwise conventional distributed feedback OSL. The triplet manager facilitates radiative singlet transfer while
suppressing nonradiative triplet transfer to the emitter molecule, thus reducing the triplet-induced losses. Our
theory conclusively shows that these lasers have entered the CW lasing regime.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.84.241301
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Optically pumped organic semiconductor lasers (OSLs)
with low thresholds and wide spectral tuning ranges have
attracted interest since their demonstration 15 years ago.1–4
However, a significant obstacle to the application of OSLs has
been their limitation to only pulsed operation with a maximum
duration of several tens of nanoseconds.5–7 This limitation is
imposed by the buildup of triplet (T ) excitons in the gain
region that are generated from intersystem crossing (ISC) of
radiative singlets (S).6,8,9 Since relaxation from the triplet
to the ground state is quantum-mechanically forbidden,10
the lifetime of triplet exciton is large (several milliseconds)
compared to that of a singlet (several nanoseconds), allowing
the triplet population to accumulate over time. The high triplet
population, together with overlapping singlet emission and
triplet absorption, results in singlet and photon losses that
ultimately shut down lasing, thereby preventing continuouswave (CW) operation.
While triplet losses in liquid dye lasers can be mitigated by
using quencher molecules with triplet energies lower than that
of the dye,11,12 no CW operation has been realized without
dye circulation. For OSLs, gain medium circulation is not
possible; however, several efforts have been made to mitigate,
although not eliminate, triplet losses to the extent that CW
operation can be achieved. Bornemann et al.13 have used a
rapidly rotating substrate to demonstrate a CW solid state dye
laser, but the output was unstable. Schols et al.14 have shown
that “scavengers” can be used to de-excite triplets, but no lasing
improvement was demonstrated. Rabe et al.15 and Lehnhardt
et al.16 demonstrated that a polymer OSL pumped by very
low duty cycle (<0.1%) pulses extended the total duration to
400 μs, although this is not a true CW operation.
Here, we introduce a “triplet manager” into the gain region,
along with the guest emitter and host molecules. The manager
reduces the emitter triplet population, thus extending the lasing
duration. The inset of Fig. 1 shows the triplet management
concept. The manager has lower triplet energy and higher
singlet energy than the emitter. When either the host or the
manager molecules are excited, Förster transfer17 of singlet
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states to the emitter is highly efficient. Furthermore, Dexter
transfer18 of triplets leads to their trapping on the manager
since it has lower triplet energy than both the guest and the
host. The manager triplet absorption is shifted from the guest
emission; thus, the trapped triplets do not contribute to optical
losses9 or singlet quenching.6
The 200-nm-thick OSL active region consists of the manager, 9,10-di(naphtha-2-yl)anthracene (ADN), codeposited
into the conventional guest–host gain medium consisting of 2 vol% of the red emitting 4-(dicyanomethylene)2-methyl-6-julolidyl-9-enyl-4H-pyran (DCM2) in tris(8hydroxyquinoline) Al (Alq3 ). The singlet and triplet energies
are determined from fluorescence at room temperature and
phosphorescence at 14 K, respectively.19–21 Here, ADN has
a lower triplet energy (1.69 eV) and higher singlet energy
(2.83 eV) than Alq3 (T = 1.99 eV and S = 2.38 eV).
Furthermore, S = 2.03 eV and T = 1.74 eV for DCM2. This
system, therefore, is energetically consistent with Fig. 1.
The manager concentration in (100 − x) vol% Alq3 is
x vol% ADN (x = 0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 100). Blended films
were deposited by thermal evaporation in high vacuum (10−7
torr) on quartz, Si, and 2-μm-thick SiO2 -on-Si substrates for
characterizing absorption, photoluminescence (PL), and triplet
absorption, respectively. The same films were deposited on
gratings with a period of 430 ± 5 nm and a 50-nm depth
on the SiO2 -on-Si to form distributed feedback (DFB) OSLs.
Output from a 0.6-W laser diode at wavelength λ = 405 nm was
focused to a 150 × 250-μm spot to optically pump the thin film.
Alq3 and ADN pure film absorption coefficients were measured to be 4.8 × 104 and 9.1 × 10−4 cm−1 , respectively, at λ
= 405 nm, and are assumed to contribute to the total blend film
absorption proportionate to their volume. All measurements
were performed in N2 ambient to minimize film degradation.
Figure 2 shows the PL and lasing transients pumped at 1.6
kW/cm2 . From Fig. 2(a), the Alq3 host undergoes a 55% reduction in PL to its steady state value within 30 μs of the onset
of the pump. Previous studies have shown that this intensity
roll-off is due to singlet quenching from S-T annihilation.6,22
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Separate channels for singlet (S) and triplet
(T ) formation and transfer in triplet-managed lasers. Singlets are
generated (circles) on both Alq3 and ADN, and Förster transferred
(solid arrows) to DCM2. Triplets are generated by ISC and collected
by ADN through Dexter transfer (dashed arrows).

That is, following the onset of the optical pump, the singlet
density rapidly reaches a peak and subsequently decays due
to annihilation by the slowly increasing triplet population.22
The existence of the long-term steady state PL intensity below
its peak suggests saturation of the guest triplet population.
By including the ADN manager into the host blend with
x = 10–70, the PL transient quenching is reduced to 17%.
Further increasing to x > 70 can eliminate quenching entirely.
We infer, therefore, that triplets are transferred from Alq3 to
DCM2, while the transfer from ADN to DCM2 is forbidden,
consistent with the triplet energy relation T (Alq3 ) > T (DCM2)
> T (ADN). However, morphology degradation under high
pump intensity occurs for x > 50, consistent with the previous
observation of morphological instability of ADN.23
In Fig. 2(b), more than a 10-fold increase in lasing time
(from ∼400 ns to 4.5 μs) is observed when x increases from 0
to 70. Lasing is not observed for x = 100 due to degradation.
The inset shows a typical lasing spectrum of a 70% ADN OSL
centered at λ = 687.9 nm, with a full width half maximum of
0.15 nm limited by the spectrometer resolution. The threshold
pulsed pump intensity, IP S (characterized by an abrupt spectral
narrowing from >30 to <0.5 nm and a significant increase in
the slope efficiency) was obtained using a 30-ns pump pulse
(Table I).
To understand the transient PL and lasing dynamics, we
extend previous work6,9,22,24 to include triplet Dexter transfer

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) PL and (b) lasing transients measured
at 1.6 kW/cm2 pump intensity for different host blends. PL transients
are normalized by the peak intensities, and lasing transients are
normalized to 1 for x = 0, 10, and 30 ADN blends and to 5 for
x = 50 and 70 ADN blends. The fits are obtained by the model
described in the text, with the parameters summarized in Table I. The
inset shows the lasing spectrum of an x = 70 OSL.

from host blend to guest, and guest triplet saturation. Hence,
the coupled laser rate equations are
ηI
dS
c
=
− kS S − kI SC S − kST STG − γ
p,
dt
ep d
neff



dTH
1
2 3
= kI SC S − kH G exp −
TH ,
dt
L N0 − TG



dTG
1
2 3
= kH G exp −
TH , and
dt
L N0 − TG

(1)
(2)

(3)

c
dP
= (γ − αCAV − σT T TG )
P + βkS S, (4)
dt
neff
where S, TH , TG , and P are guest singlet, host blend triplet
(including both ADN and Alq3 ), guest triplet, and lasing mode
photon densities, respectively; t is time; η is the fraction of
the pump emission absorbed by the organic film; I is the
pump intensity; ep = 3.06 eV is the pump photon energy; d =
200 nm is the OSL gain medium thickness; kS = (6.7 ± 0.5) ×
108 s−1 is the guest singlet natural decay rate (measured from a
2% DCM2:Alq3 film excited by 1.5-ns-wide N2 laser pulses);
kI SC is the host ISC rate; kST is the guest S-T annihilation

TABLE I. Parameters for PL and lasing transients fits and the corresponding measured pulsed (IP S ) and calculated CW (ICW ) lasing
threshold intensities.
Device
(%ADN)
0
10
30
50
70
†
∗

IT H †
(kW/cm2 )

kH G ∗
(1010 s−1 )

kI SC ∗
(107 s−1 )

N0 ∗
(10 cm−3 )

σT T †
(10−17 cm2 )

σstim ∗
(10−16 cm2 )

ICW
(kW/cm2 )

0.93
0.75
0.72
0.45
0.43

4.0
3.5
13
3.0 × 103
5.0 × 105

3.3
2.6
2.3
1.7
1.3

5.0 ± 0.4
3.9 ± 0.3
2.8 ± 0.3
1.5 ± 0.2
0.92 ± 0.08

4.0 ± 0.3
3.8 ± 0.3
3.6 ± 0.4
4.3 ± 0.6
4.1 ± 0.4

1.9
2.0
2.4
2.1
2.3

32
19
8.8
3.7
2.2

18

Parameters from measurement.
Parameters from fits to data.
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rate; γ = σstim S is the gain; σstim is the stimulated emission
cross section; c is the speed of light; and neff = 1.6 and  =
0.69 are the effective refractive index and optical confinement
factor for the SiO2 (n = 1.48)/organic (n = 1.82)/air (n =
1) waveguide.25 Also, kH G is the host–guest Dexter transfer
coefficient, L is the guest–host van der Waals radius (∼1 nm),
N0 is the guest triplet saturation population, αCAV is the cavity
loss without contributions from triplet absorption, αT T , σT T is
the guest triplet absorption cross section, and β ≈ 10−4 is the
spontaneous emission factor.26 For PL, we have P = 0, and the
intensity is proportional to S. We assume that the host triplet
population does not interact with S or P ; this is tested by fits to
the data, as well as via direct triplet absorption measurements.
Now, N0 is determined from the saturation of PL quenching
due to the balance of triplet transfer from Alq3 to DCM2, and
is determined from triplet trapping on ADN. Introducing N0
avoids the complication of treating individual triplet transfer
in the ternary blend.
Free parameters kST , kI SC , kH G , and N0 are used in fitting
the PL transients. To test for model consistency, transients
at four pump intensities (1.6, 1.3, 0.93, and 0.56 kW/cm2 )
yield a single set of parameter values summarized in Table I.
For all films, kST = 2.0 × 1010 cm3 /s, as expected for guest
S-T annihilation due to resonant energy transfer that is only
dependent on DCM2 singlet emission and triplet absorption.
As x increases, fewer triplets are transferred from Alq3 to
DCM2 and more are trapped on ADN; thus, N0 decreases
from 5.0 × 1018 to 9.2 × 1017 cm−3 when x = 70, leading
to decreased PL transient roll-off. The ∼105 increase in
kH G seems surprising; however, the
 Dexter transfer rate is
determined by kDex = kH G exp[− L2

3

1
].
N0 −TG
4 −1

Thus, for TG =

0.7N0 , kDex only increases from 7.6 × 10 s (x = 0) to 4.4 ×
105 s−1 (x = 70), consistent with the shorter PL quenching
time at higher x.
To model the lasing transients in Fig. 2(b), three additional parameters—σT T , σstim , and αCAV —are required.
Here, αT T (λ) was measured following Lehnhardt et al.,9,21
and σT T = αT T /N0 is shown in Table I at λ = 680 nm.
The nearly constant αT T (λ) spectra and σT T for all x are
consistent with the assumption that only guest triplets absorb
the laser emission (i.e. host and manager absorptions are
negligible). Furthermore, αCAV = σstim SP S , where SP S =
ηIP S /(ep dkS ) is the pulse threshold singlet population. Here,
triplet buildup under short excitation pulses is negligible. With
these measurements and assumptions, the lasing transients are
fit using only a single free parameter, σstim (Table I). The effect
of ADN as a triplet manager lies in its ability to decrease N0 ,
while kST and σT T remain unchanged since they are intrinsic
to DCM2.
The net gain g(t) = σstim S(t) − αCAV − σT T TG (t) = 0
determines the threshold singlet population dynamics, ST H (t),
which are plotted in Fig. 3 for the Alq3 host (squares) and the
optimized (x = 70) blend host (stars), using the parameters in
Table I. Surprisingly, two distinct threshold singlet populations
emerge from the fits, with a CW threshold population (SCW )
occurring at a density larger than that needed for pulsed
lasing (SP S ). As t → 0, triplet loss σT T TG  αCAV , giving
SP S = αCAV /(σstim ). With time, TG increases, concomitantly
increasing the associated loss until σT T TG > αCAV . Finally,
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FIG. 3. (Color) Simulated threshold singlet population, ST H (t)
with (x = 70, stars) and without (squares) a triplet manager, and S(t)
(lines) for the x = 70 OSL. Lasing occurs when S  ST H . The dashed
lines correspond to lasers that have exceeded their pulsed threshold
singlet population (SP S ) but not their CW threshold (SCW ). In the left
inset is a streak camera image of laser emission for a triplet-managed
OSL (x = 70) measured at a 2.4 kW/cm2 pump intensity and a 18-μs
pulse width. In the right inset is a simulated lasing duration evolution
with increasing pump power for a x = 70 triplet-managed OSL.

TG reaches its saturation density N0 , at which point the
triplet loss can no longer increase, giving SCW = (αCAV +
σT T N0 )/(σstim ). Figure 3 also shows S(t) for several pump
intensities, I , for the host–manager blend, with the lasing
duration vs I plotted in the inset. Due to the saturation of
TG and thus ST H , at I greater than the CW pump intensity
threshold, ICW = 2.2 kW/cm2 , the lasing duration is no longer
affected by triplet loss and approaches infinity. Table I also
gives ICW for all x in blended hosts. With larger N0 , and
thus increased triplet loss, the Alq3 -host OSL has ICW =
32 kW/cm2 . Due to organic film damage at such high
intensities, the CW lasing threshold in the absence of a
manager has not been previously reported.
Neglecting the change in singlet population due to stimulated emission (c.f. Eq. (1)), the CW threshold is approximately
ICW (N0 ) = ep d(kS + kI SC + kST N0 )

αCAV + σT T N0
ησstim

(5)

compared to the pulse threshold IP S = ICW (N0 ≈ 0). From
Eq. (5), ICW is a quadratic function of guest triplet saturation
population: kST N0 is from S-T quenching that reduces the
gain, and σT T N0 is due to triplet absorption, increasing loss.
To test the existence of this CW regime, we excited an
Alq3 /ADN (x = 70)/DCM2 laser at 2.4 kW/cm2 , or just
above the calculated value of ICW using the parameters in
Table I. Figure 3, left inset, shows a streak camera image of
this emission over a 20-μs duration. Lasing becomes weaker
(leading to the apparent spectral narrowing) but does not turn
off at the end of the long pulse, consistent with theory. Indeed,
we observed a nearly 100-μs lasing duration21 when pumped
by a single pulse, although film degradation due to high optical
pump intensities ultimately limits the lasing duration. Hence,
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while this OSL has clearly exceeded its CW threshold, the
laser operates quasi-CW due to material degradation.
Interestingly, the lasing wavelength blue shifts from λ =
688.1 nm to λ = 687.7 nm during the lasing period, as shown
in Fig. 3, left inset. Wavelength shifts have been observed
in liquid dye lasers,12 where they have been attributed to the
competition of triplet absorption with the gain spectrum. In
thin film single-mode DFB OSLs, where the triplet absorption
is largely constant,21 the shift is more likely due to changes in
the effective refractive index with increasing triplet density.
ICW can be further reduced and the lasing time can
be extended by using a more stable, lower triplet energy
manager and a better match between the manager emission
and the guest absorption than is achieved with ADN. Then,
the smaller saturation guest triplet population contributes
negligible loss, in which case ICW → IP S . The design concept

can be applied to the eventual development of electrically
pumped OSLs, where 75% of the injected electrons result in
triplets27 compared to only a few percent in optical pumping.
In conclusion, we show the existence of a CW threshold at a
higher pump intensity than the pulsed threshold observed in all
previous OSL studies. Based on our analysis, we demonstrate a
lasing duration of up to 100 μs by introducing a triplet manager
into the OSL gain medium. The reduced triplet-induced loss
of the triplet-managed OSL decreases ICW from 32 kW/cm2
to a more practical value of 2.2 kW/cm2 observed here.
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